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Add protruding features.

Add the lips and chin.

Smooth your clay to whatever texture you wish 
and then add details such as hair (head and 
facial) ears, eyelids, wrinkles, eyebrows and 
accessories.

Add facial features indicated by the horizontal, 
blue 1/3 fraction markers. 
These features are protruding so you will be 
adding clay. 
Add clay to the areas indicated on the diagram 
to the right. They represent the cheek bones, 
the nose and the brow bone.

Add the eyes.
Using the vertical, orange 1/5 fraction markers  
and the horizontal centerline, press your 
fingers into the clay to create eye sockets. 

Add facial features indicated by the horizontal, 
green 1/3 fraction markers and the black 
centerlines of the eyes.
These features are protruding so you will we 
be adding clay. 
Add clay to the areas indicated on the diagram 
to the right. They represent the lips and chin.
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FRACTION FACE SCULPTURE 
Here is some information that will help you as you create your 

fraction face sculpture.


In this activity you will be sculpting a human face…or if you decide 
to, a mutant, monster, or alien face.  Get creative and imaginative! 
What you create is totally up to you.  If you decide to sculpt a 
human face, use the guidelines to make sure your proportions are 
lifelike.


In this study below, by 
Leonardo da Vinci, you can 
see that the eyes are in the 
center of the head. There is 
the same amount of space 
between the very top of the 
man’s head and his eyes as 
there is between the eyes and 
the bottom of his chin.

Leonardo da Vinci wrote in his 
notebooks that the face can be 
divided into thirds—one-third from 
the bottom of the chin to the 
nostrils, one-third from the nostrils 
to the eyebrows, and one-third 
from the eyebrows to the hairline 
(not the top of the head).
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Build Guide: Fraction Face
1 Explore your materials
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a. Remove the wax clay from its 
package and flatten it into a thin 
circular shape. 

b. Lay the clay over the foam core. 

Trim the excess clay from 
around  the edge of  the core 
and smooth the edges.

Using the point tool and fraction 
markers on your sculpting board, 
lightly mark your clay for the eyes.

Sculpting Kit Includes:
• Laser cut sculpting board 

with foam core
• Fraction Guide Insert
• Wax Clay
• Spatula Sculpting Tool
• Pointed Sculpting Tool

Be sure the wax clay covers the entire core.

Tip: The wax clay will soften if warmed.

This will help you divide the face into 
equal proportions and guide the location 
of the facial features. 
Use the black centerlines and the red 
1/2 fraction markers for this step.

Save the excess clay for the next steps.
The clay provided is wax-based and will 
never dry. This will allow you to sculpt 
over and over using the same material.


